When does your complexion peak and then start to visibly age? A new study sheds light, and shows it may be possible to turn back time

By GRACE GOLD

The tipping point, at least according to author Malcolm Gladwell, is when an idea or trend reaches critical mass and then begins to spread like wildfire. If you’re talking about the cultural moment it became cool to wear sneakers with skirts, it’s probably around the time Adidas relaunched Stan Smiths at Colette in Paris (late 2013). But if you’re talking about aging—as in actually looking older—that’s another story, and it’s not always easy to pinpoint when it begins.

I remember when it happened to me. I was 29 and on a long weekend away with a guy I liked. The first morning we woke up together, he looked at me with concern and said, “Did you sleep OK? You look tired.” I had slept fine, thank you. But when I leaned close to the mirror in the unforgiving fluorescent cast of the bathroom lights, I saw that dark circles under my eyes told a different story that no amount of shut-eye could rectify. For a friend, the moment
came at 34 when she went to blend in
some excess foundation between her
brows, only to realize it wasn’t a dark
smudge of makeup. The infamous “11”
lines had taken anchor, and there was
no rubbing them away. Another pal
told me it happened a few months after
she turned 36. She arrived at her office
one morning, looked in a mirror, and
realized that the sleep wrinkles she
had awoken with an hour and a half
earlier were still embarrassingly
visible on the side of her face.

Getting older—it’s inevitable. But
when exactly does that notice-it-in-
the-mirror, complain-about-it-to-
friends type of skin aging start? And
can anything be done to delay it?
These questions were the focus of a
new research study conducted by the

The first process to decline is natural
antioxidant production, and that
happens in your 20s. “We always thought
that you just need to moisturize and use
sunscreen in your 20s, but this new data
shows that skin is already susceptible to
oxidative stressors and damage,” says
Neuser. Accordingly, the best time to
start using products with antioxidants
such as stabilized vitamin C, vitamin E,
green tea extract, and fruit acids is right
around college graduation.

When your body’s metabolism starts
slowing in your 30s, so, too, does the
bioenergy of skin cells, which powers
the creation of collagen, activates
repair processes, and even helps absorb
and process ingredients applied to your
complexion. “When bioenergy drops,
it’s like your skin is getting tired and no

“WE USED TO THINK
EVERYTHING WAS GREAT UNTIL
ABOUT AGE 35, WHEN ALL THE
SKIN PROCESSES STARTED TO
SLOW DOWN AT ONCE. BUT
THAT’S NOT WHAT WE FOUND.”
—DR. FRAUKE NEUSER

skincare brand Olay in conjunction with
personal genetics company 23andMe
and Dr. Alexa Kimball, a professor of
dermatology at Harvard Medical School/
Massachusetts General Hospital. Their
goal was to discover what’s happening
below the surface level of the complexion
in hopes of unlocking the golden secret
of how to affect, delay, and perhaps even
reverse those first signs of aging.

SKIN’S BIG CHANGES
“We used to think everything was great
until about age 35, when all the skin
processes started to slow down at once,”
says Olay principal scientist Dr. Frauke
Neuser. “But that’s not what we found.
In reality, different cell processes change
at each decade, until you start seeing the
cumulative effects all together.”

After analyzing the genes of more than
200 women of different ethnicities over
the course of two years, the study was
able to pinpoint five different cell
processes that slow or decline at five
different landmark ages.
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longer firing on all cylinders,” says
Kimball, the study’s lead researcher. She
says the key ingredient for reviving
the cell metabolic engine is niacinamide,
otherwise known as vitamin B3,
which has been shown to raise skin’s
bioenergy levels.

Around 40, cellular “senescence”
kicks in. It’s a complicated process in
which the natural life cycle of skin cells
is arrested, and it could affect your
complexion in many ways. At this
point, skincare ingredients like retinol,
glycolic acid, and peptides become
important, because, according to New
York facial plastic surgeon Dr. Michelle
Yagoda, they help jump-start the cell
processes that are starting to lag.

As you transition into menopause
(average age: 51), skin barrier function
weakens, which makes skin dry and
unable to retain enough hydration on
its own. (Experts say that rich moistur-
izers like oils and petrolatum can help
counteract the process.)
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COURTESY OF THE SUBJECTS

CONFESSIONS
OF ANTIAGING
OVERACHIEVERS

We asked women who look
like they should still get carded
to spill their secrets

AGE: 32 PERCEIVED AGE*: 26
“People say I look young, and I think
it’s partly because I try to be happy
and smile a lot. I also use oil cleans-
ers because they remove makeup
really well without being harsh and
they leave behind some moisture.”
—Wanyi Jiang, art director

AGE: 40 PERCEIVED AGE: 27
“My life is low-stress—no kids—and
I find sunshine oppressive, so I’ve
been avoiding it with whole-body
SPF since the ‘90s. Plus, my skin
tends to be oily, which I think helps
prevent things like fine lines.”
—Erin Hosier, literary agent

AGE: 46 PERCEIVED AGE: 34
“I have to thank genes because my
mom is 70 and looks 50. And, sorry,
you know I have to say it: Black
don’t crack. I also think exercise
and the fact that I religiously use
witch hazel toner helps.”
—Denise Harris, personal trainer

*According to how-old.net
SKINCARE REPORT

THROUGH THE YEARS
Not all types of skin aging happen at the same time. Here, a guide to which ingredients and products to use when

PRE-TIPPING POINT
Up until your 30s, pick a day cream and night cream that have ingredients like vitamin C, vitamin E, and green tea extract to fight off oxidative stress.
2. DAY CREAM: SHISEIDO Bio-Performance Glow Revival Cream, $100.

AT THE TIPPING POINT
When skin cells’ bioenergy levels drop in your 30s, look for a moisturizer with niacinamide (vitamin B3) and a serum with peptides. Now’s also the time to start a product with retinol at night.
1. DAY CREAM: OLAY Regenerist Luminous Tone Perfecting Cream Moisturizer, $25.

POST-TIPPING POINT
After 40, peptides and retinol are still important, and once you hit your 50s, skin also needs extra moisture from rich hydrators.
1. DAY CREAM: POND’S Rejuveness Anti-Wrinkle Cream, $10.
2. NIGHT CREAM: DR. BRANDT Do Not Age Dream Night Cream, $135.

Then, in your 60s, all the aging processes mentioned here dramatically accelerate. But there’s good news, according to researchers at McMaster University in Hamilton, Ontario: Aerobic exercise (like jogging or cycling) twice a week has the ability to transform the protein structure of skin in those 65 and older so it more closely resembles the skin of those 20 to 40.
That’s a lot of information to process, but the main takeaway is that using different skincare ingredients as you progress through life (see “Through the Years,” above), along with exercising, will go a long way toward helping you look younger than the age on your driver’s license.

THE MOMENT YOU LOOK OLD
What you’re probably still wondering is when exactly these internal changes become visible. Experts say that depends on your race and, possibly, your lifestyle. For Caucasian women, it’s typically around the late 30s: “This is when fine lines on the forehead and around the eyes, less-elastic skin, and brown spots and broken capillaries from accumulated sun damage crop up,” says Yagoda.
If you’re a woman of color, the tipping point is more likely in your 40s. African-American women aged, on average, 10 years more slowly than Caucasians in our study, which could be seen not only in skin appearance, but also in underlying gene expression,” says Kimball. It’s thought that darker skin provides more UV protection, but data suggest that can’t be the only reason for the difference; researchers believe more antioxidant protection and higher skin bioenergy levels may also be at play. (So far, only Caucasian and African-American women have been analyzed in the study; data on Asians and Hispanics should be finished by year’s end.)
EXCEPTIONAL AGERS

Now, here’s the glimmer of hope for all of us. While reviewing the data in the Olay-sponsored study, researchers found a group of women who defied the so-called tipping point—genetic overachievers, if you will. These women all appeared at least 10 years younger than their true age. “Some were 60 but looked 39,” says Neuser.

Researchers weren’t surprised to find women who looked younger than their actual age (after all, we all know people who inspire envy by defying nature’s clock), but they were intrigued to learn that these particular women showed similar gene expression. Their skin was somehow able to robustly renew itself through the decades so that, for example, the antioxidant decline typically seen in the 20s still hadn’t happened by their 50s.

Do these women have nature (DNA) or nurture (lifestyle) to thank? Scientists believe the answer is likely a bit of both, and determining exactly how much of it is related to factors like UV exposure, nutrition, and skincare will be questions leading future studies.

Yagoda, for one, believes that up to 80 percent of aging is due to lifestyle choices. She suggests sleeping seven to eight hours a night, following a lean-protein-rich diet that gives skin the building blocks it needs to renew, and glugging lots of water to stay hydrated from the inside out. And since some people have trouble absorbing all of the nutrients they consume, she also recommends a supplement that contains peptides, amino acids like collagen, and biotin to help replace what is lost with aging.

Keeping your skin in good shape with a regular routine and the right products can also help you defy your age, even if it can’t necessarily alter your DNA and turn you into an exceptional ager. “A 60-year-old who has never done anything and buys a $200 antiaging cream just isn’t going to see the same results as someone who has been taking care of her skin throughout earlier aging stages,” says New York cosmetic dermatologist Dr. Paul Jarrod Frank.

As more research emerges, it may soon be common to buy bespoke products that were developed to suit your personal genetic profile. But for now, best to nurture what you’ve got.

THE YOUTH CODE

Experts say the women who look amazing for their age have these habits in common

1. THEY EXERCISE REGULARLY AND GO OUTDOORS—BUT THEY USE SUNSCREEN.
Wearing sunglasses also makes a difference, says facial plastic surgeon Dr. Michelle Yagoda.

2. THEY HAVE VEGAN TENDENCIES.
Eating more dairy and meat (and sugar) is associated with having more wrinkled skin, but a diet rich in vegetables, legumes, and olive oil has been linked to a youthful complexion. “Since some people have trouble absorbing all the nutrients in their food, a beauty-focused nutritional supplement can also help,” says Yagoda.

3. THEIR DAILY ROUTINE IS SIMPLE.
“Bombarding skin with multiple active ingredients can lead to sensitization,” says dermatologist Dr. Paul Jarrod Frank. “A gentle cleanser, a good treatment product with targeted ingredients, moisturizer, and sunscreen can do wonders if you have the foresight to start using them early.”

4. THEY DON’T STRESS TOO MUCH ABOUT AGING.
Often say they don’t worry about how they look? That habit in itself could be their savior: Studies show stress can lead to premature aging.

5. THEY SMILE.
Sounds silly, but it’s true: One study showed that grinning can make you look on average two years younger to others.

AEROBIC EXERCISE ... HAS THE ABILITY TO TRANSFORM THE PROTEIN STRUCTURE OF SKIN IN THOSE 65 AND OLDER SO IT MORE CLOSELY RESEMBLES THE SKIN OF THOSE 20 TO 40.